Abstract. In the small noise regime, the average transition time between metastable states of a reversible diffusion process is described at the logarithmic scale by Arrhenius' law. The Eyring-Kramers formula classically provides a subexponential prefactor to this large deviation estimate. For irreversible diffusion processes, the equivalent of Arrhenius' law is given by the Freidlin-Wentzell theory. In this paper, we compute the associated prefactor and thereby generalise the EyringKramers formula to irreversible diffusion processes. In our formula, the role of the potential is played by Freidlin-Wentzell's quasipotential, and a correction depending on the non-Gibbsianness of the system along the instanton is highlighted. Our analysis relies on a WKB analysis of the quasistationary distribution of the process in metastable regions, and on a probabilistic study of the process in the neighbourhood of saddlepoints of the quasipotential.
1. Introduction
The Eyring-Kramers formula
Many equilibrium systems in statistical physics can be described by the overdamped diffusion of a particle in R d according to the solution (X in R d , where (W t ) t≥0 is a d-dimensional Brownian motion, ǫ > 0 is a temperature parameter and U : R d → R is the potential of the system. Upon integrability assumptions on this potential, the process is reversible and ergodic with respect to the Gibbs measure
which in particular implies that the particle visits infinitely often every region of the state space R d . However, when ǫ is small and U possesses several local minima, or potential wells, the particle typically remains stuck at the bottom of these wells over long times, and transitions between different wells are rare events of the system. This is the metastability phenomenon. It is of course of major interest to quantify the time scale over which such transitions between different metastable states occur. A first answer is provided by Arrhenius' law [2] , asserting that the average exit time E[τ ǫ ] from a potential well satisfies the logarithmic equivalence lim ǫ↓0 ǫ log E[τ ǫ ] = ∆U, (1.3) where ∆U is the minimal potential barrier that the particle has to climb in order to escape from the well, see Figure 1 . In the sequel of the paper, we shall use the notation
to refer to such a logarithmic equivalence. Let two potential wells, corresponding to local minimax 1 andx 2 , communicate through a saddle-point x ⋆ (see Figure 1) . We make the generical assumption that the Hessian matrix Hess U (x 1 ) is positive-definite, and that the Hessian matrix Hess U (x ⋆ ) has one negative eigenvalue −λ × exp ∆U ǫ .
(1.5)
Metastability out of equilibrium
The purpose of this article is to establish a similar Eyring-Kramers formula for general diffusion processes
that are not necessarily reversible, so that they can describe physical systems out of equilibrium. In the small noise asymptotics, the particle typically fluctuates around the attractors of the zero-noise dynamicṡ
which are the metastable states of the system. In this paper, the zero-noise dynamics is called relaxation dynamics, and we shall assume that its only attractors are isolated points. We refer to [23] or [10, 12, 8] for a description of the behaviour of more general nonequilibrium systems in the small noise regime. In our simple situation, the metastability of the process is expressed by the fact that the particle spends most of its time fluctuating in the neighbourhood of attractors, where the law of its position is described by a quasistationary distribution, and rarely jumps from one attractor to another one, under the effect of the noise. The typical paths employed by the particle for such fluctuations far from the typical behaviour are called fluctuation paths.
At the logarithmic scale, the expected transition time between two attractors is described by the Freidlin-Wentzell theory [20] , which extends Arrhenius' law to irreversible processes. In this theory, the role of the potential in the reversible case is played by a quantity called quasipotential, constructed in terms of the action of fluctuation paths. In a simple situation where the relaxation dynamics (1.7) possesses two attractorsx 1 andx 2 , the transition time fromx 1 tox 2 generally satisfies 8) where V (x 1 , ·) is the quasipotential with respect tox 1 and x ⋆ is a relevant saddle-point of the quasipotential, located on the hypersurface separating the respective basins of attraction ofx 1 andx 2 . When ǫ ↓ 0, the typical trajectory employed by the process to reach the saddle-point x ⋆ is deterministic. It is referred to as the instanton, or sometimes most probable escape path [38] , and is denoted by (ρ t ) t∈R . It connectsx 1 to x ⋆ in infinite time, so that it satisfies lim t→−∞ ρ t =x 1 , lim
(1.9)
Main results and outline of the article
The purpose of this article is to supply (1.8) with a subexponential prefactor, similarly to the Eyring-Kramers formula. We mostly rely on two ingredients: a perturbative calculation of the quasistationary distribution in the neighbourhood of attractors, and a probabilistic study of the diffusion process (1.6) in the neighbourhood of saddle-points. Let us explain our argument in further detail. In Section 2, we begin by recalling some notions from the Freidlin-Wentzell theory [20] of large deviations for the diffusion process (1.6). In particular, we give the definition of the quasipotential with respect to an attractor of the relaxation dynamics, and insist on the fact that this quasipotential can be identified when the vector field b admits a decomposition into a gradient part and a transverse force. We then discuss the formulation of this transverse decomposition in terms of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the quasipotential, which is related with the regularity of the quasipotential and plays a crucial role in the sequel of the paper. The study of the regularity of the quasipotential is a nontrivial mathematical issue and leads to interesting physical phenomena [3] . Throughout the paper, we avoid considering such phenomena, and we shall rather establish our main result under the assumption that the quasipotential be smooth in the neighbourhood of the instanton. Assuming that the quasipotential be smooth in a neighborhood of the instanton is not so restrictive, as this situation is thought of being generic, even in situations when Lagrangian singularities do exists in some part of the phase space.
Sections 3 and 4 are dedicated to the study of the quasistationary distribution of the diffusion process (1.6) in the neighbourhood of an attractor. In Section 3, we compute the prefactor to the ensemble measure, that is, the nonequilibrium stationary distribution of a particle diffusing in a vector field with a single global attractor. At the logarithmic scale, the Freidlin-Wentzell theory implies that the ensemble measure is equivalent to a Gibbs measure with the quasipotential playing the role of the potential. Using a classical WKB approach [39, 42, 23, 37, 38] , we show that the transport equation satisfied by the prefactor to this logarithmic equivalent can be solved using the most probable fluctuation paths of the process as characteristics, or rays [15, 36, 39] , and thereby obtain an explicit expression for this prefactor which provides a correction taking into account the non-Gibbsianness of the system along these fluctuation paths. In Section 4, we fix a domain D ⊂ R d attracted to a single equilibrium point of the relaxation dynamics (1.7), and perform a boundary layer analysis of the quasistationary distribution in D to compute the associated probability current at some point y ∈ ∂D. Integrating this current over ∂D yields the rate λ ǫ qst at which a particle escapes from D under the quasistationary distribution.
In the bistable situation described in Subsection 1.2, the irreversible (or nonequilibrium) Eyring-Kramers formula is finally derived in Section 5. In contrast with Kramers' method [42, 37, 38, 1, 41] , we do not apply a WKB approximation to the elliptic problem solved by the average transition time, but rather combine the results of Section 4 with a purely probabilistic study of the diffusion process in the neighbourhood of the saddle-point, in order to compute the rate at which a particle started fromx 1 reaches the neighbourhood ofx 2 . Taking the inverse of this rate yields the following expression for the average transition time
(1.10)
In this irreversible Eyring-Kramers formula, H ⋆ has to be understood as the suitable definition of the Hessian of the quasipotential at the saddle-point, so that the ratio of Hessian determinants is a straightforward generalisation of the equilibrium case, with the quasipotential playing the role of the potential. Besides, λ ⋆ + is the positive eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix Db(x ⋆ ), corresponding to the unstable direction of the vector field at the saddle-point. Note that, in general, λ ⋆ + is not an eigenvalue of −H ⋆ , so that it depends on the whole vector field b and not only on its gradient part. The last correction with respect to the equilibrium Eyring-Kramers formula is the term involving the integral of the function F along the instanton (ρ t ) t∈R . This function F arises from the prefactor to the quasistationary distribution, and has to be interpreted as a measure of the non-Gibbsianness of the system, in the sense that F ≡ 0 if and only if the Gibbs measure (1.2) is stationary for the process (1.6).
Since our analysis is local, we expect this formula to extend to more general metastable situations, with more than two isolated attractors.
Let us precise that similar nonequilibrium formulas have already been derived, although as far as we know, our probabilistic approach is new and leads to the original formula (1.10). In specific restricted cases, Maier and Stein [37, 38] obtained a two-dimensional formula, while Ariel and VandenEijnden [1] addressed the case of irreversible diffusion processes preserving the invariance of the Gibbs measure. Based on a purely WKB analysis, Schuss [41] obtained a preliminary version of (1.10) that does not explicitly involve the Hessian matrix H ⋆ of the quasipotential at the saddle-point. Besides, it seems to us that in none of these results, the nonequilibrium correction arising from the quasistationary behaviour was clearly identified in terms of the function F and of the instanton.
We finally underline that our analysis relies on the assumptions of local smoothness of the quasipotential around the instanton, and of nondegeneracy of the Hessian matrix of the quasipotential at the saddle-point. We believe that these assumptions are generic. For instance, for generic vector fields b, Lagrangian singularities of the quasipotential do not occur along the instanton. These assumptions essentially lead to the existence of a transverse decomposition for the vector field b, which somehow allows us to combine WKB approximations with notions from the theory of large deviations. In particular, the most probable fluctuation paths of the diffusion process are rather expressed in terms of this transverse decomposition than as the solution to the Hamilton equations in a 2d-dimensional phase space, which is the point of view of most previous papers [18, 38] where singularities of the quasipotential are addressed. As we shall discuss below, our assumptions in particular exclude some specific phenomena, such as the grazing instantons observed in [18, 38] .
Notations
Throughout this paper, the scalar product in R d is denoted by ·, · . Given
Quasipotential and transverse decomposition
In this section, we introduce a few notions that are related with the FreidlinWentzell theory of the stochastic differential equation
are smooth functions, and (W t ) t≥0 is a m-dimensional Brownian motion. This stochastic differential equation is written using the Itō convention. For all x ∈ R d , the diffusion matrix σ(x)σ(x) ⊤ ∈ R d×d is denoted by a(x). Throughout this section, it is assumed to be everywhere nondegenerate, in the sense that for all
Generalities on the Freidlin-Wentzell theory
We first introduce the Freidlin-Wentzell action functional, and the notion of quasipotential with respect to an equilibrium position of the relaxation dynamics.
2.1.1. Relaxation dynamics and equilibrium positions. Given x ∈ R d , we will call relaxation dynamics started at x the path (ψ 
An equilibrium position of the relaxation dynamics is a pointx ∈ R d such that b(x) = 0, so that ψx t =x for all t ≥ 0. A stable equilibrium position is an equilibrium positionx ∈ R d such that there exists an open subset O ⊂ R d containingx and such that, for all x ∈ O, ψ x t converges tox when t grows to infinity. Note that this implies that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix Db(x) have nonpositive real part. [20] is the description of the fluctuations of the diffusion process around this deterministic limit through the action functional, generically defined for all T 1 < T 2 and for all paths φ = (φ t ) t∈[T1,T2] by
, and φ T1 = x; and
otherwise. Then the Freidlin-Wentzell large deviation principle is the logarithmic equivalence
We refer to [20, 16] for a mathematical introduction to large deviation theory and for a rigorous formulation of this principle.
Quasipotential.
The convergence of the diffusion process to the relaxation dynamics is naturally expressed by the fact that S [0,T ],x (ψ x ) vanishes for all T > 0. In fact, the action functional measures the difficulty for the diffusion process to deviate from its typical behaviour. This is best observed by introducing the quasipotential V (x, x) with respect to a stable equilibrium
Transverse decomposition of the drift
In this subsection, we show that the quasipotential actually behaves like a potential for the irreversible dynamics.
Fluctuation dynamics and identification of the quasipotential.
In this paragraph, we recall the framework of [20, Section 4.3] , where the quasipotential can be explicitly identified. Let us fix an open subset D of R d such that b(y), n(y) < 0 for all y ∈ ∂D, where n(y) refers to the outward normal vector to ∂D. The boundary is said to be noncharacteristic. This assumption ensures that the relaxation dynamics started at x ∈ D ∪ ∂D cannot exit D.
We furthermore assume that there exist smooth functions U :
The function U will be referred to as the potential. It can already be noted that, for all x ∈ D ∪ ∂D,
so that U is a Lyapunov functional for the relaxation dynamics. As a consequence, when t grows to +∞, ψ x t necessarily converges tox, which is thus a stable equilibrium position of the relaxation dynamics.
Assuming this transverse decomposition of the vector field b, let us define the fluctuation dynamics terminated at x ∈ D ∪ ∂D as the path (ϕ x t ) t≤0 solving the (backward) Cauchy problem
The fact that this path does not leave D is an assumption that has to be made on the shape of ∂D, for example, it is sufficient to assume that a(y)∇U (y) + ℓ(y), n(y) > 0 for all y ∈ ∂D. When ℓ ≡ 0, the fluctuation dynamics is the time-reversal of the relaxation dynamics:
In general, some properties related with time-reversal still hold true, for example the potential U remains a (backward) Lyapunov functional for the fluctuation dynamics, in the sense that
This implies that, for all x ∈ D ∪ ∂D, the fluctuation dynamics terminated at x satisfies lim
It then follows that ϕ x is an extremal path for (2.6), in the sense that 12) see [20, Theorem 3.1, p. 100]. As a consequence, ϕ x describes the typical trajectory employed by the diffusion process to escape from the neighbourhood ofx and reach x under the effect of a fluctuation of the noise -whence the designation fluctuation dynamics.
Examples of transverse decompositions.
Obviously, any gradient system, or overdamped Langevin process
provides a trivial situation where the drift vector field admits a transverse decomposition. In addition to modeling purposes in equilibrium statistical physics, such a stochastic differential equation has a computational interest as simulating its solution over long times allows one to sample from the associated Gibbs measure exp(−U/ǫ) [35] . In this perspective, it is known that modifying the drift of the process in order to make it irreversible without changing its stationary measure generically improves its rate of convergence. A means to do so [28, 29, 34] is to consider the stochastic differential equation
with J being any constant antisymmetric matrix of size d. More generally, one can consider the stochastic differential equation 15) with the symmetric part
Then it is easily checked that the Gibbs measure exp(−U/ǫ) remains stationary. Besides, letting ℓ(x) := 1 2 (K −K ⊤ )∇U (x) yields the relation ∇U (x), ℓ(x) = 0 everywhere. This formulation includes the Kac-Zwanzig model and its generalisation addressed by Ariel and Vanden-Eijnden [1] , as well as kinetic Langevin processes dq t = p t dt, 16) for which U (q, p) = |p| 2 /2 + u(q) and the diffusion matrix
is degenerate. The examples above have the peculiarity of maintaining the Gibbs measure exp(−U/ǫ) stationary for the process, which is due to the fact that div ℓ ≡ 0 in these examples, but should not be the case for general irreversible processes. An instance of a vector field with transverse decomposition and for which the stationary distribution does not have an explicit expression is provided by the AB model from [13] , which displays similar features to infinite-dimensional models such as 2D Euler equations, the Vlasov equation, magneto-hydrodynamic equations, and the shallow-water equations. ∇U (x), ℓ(x) = 0 (2.18) of the transverse decomposition described above equivalently rewrites 19) which is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the variational problem defining the quasipotential (2.6). As a consequence, even in the absence of an explicit transverse decomposition, it can be proved that as soon as the func-
In other words, under some smoothness assumption on the quasipotential, the latter automatically provides an implicit transverse decomposition of the vector field b. Of course, this transverse decomposition is only useful in domains D satisfying the conditions of §2.2.1.
Singularities of the quasipotential, that is to say situations in which x → V (x, x) fails to satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.19) , have been an important topic of research in nonequilibrium physics for several decades [24, 25, 26, 37, 17, 18, 38] , and have known a recent renewed interest due to their link with Lagrangian phase transitions in the macroscopic fluctuation theory of driven diffusive systems. We refer in particular to the recent review [3] by Baek and Kafri for a detailed survey. In this paper we shall not address this issue and generically assume that the quasipotential is C 1 in domains of interest.
Prefactor for the stationary distribution
This section is dedicated to the study of the stationary distribution of the diffusion process (X ǫ t ) t≥0 solution to (2.1). We shall therefore work under the standing assumption that for ǫ > 0 small enough, this process possesses a unique stationary distribution P ǫ st , and that this probability distribution possesses a smooth density p ǫ st with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R d . Practical conditions on the functions b and σ ensuring this assumption can be found in [30] or [20] . Then the density p ǫ st solves the stationary Fokker-Planck equation
is the identity matrix and b(x) = −∇U (x) with
it is well known that P ǫ st is the Gibbs measure defined by the density
Assuming that U attains its global minimum at a unique pointx ∈ R d and that Hess U (x) is positive-definite, the Laplace approximation of Z ǫ yields the equivalence
In the general case, the WKB analysis of the stationary Fokker-Planck equation (3.1) consists in looking for a solution of the form
where the prefactor C
is subexponential. This approach has been widely used [23, 39, 38, 41] and it is known that injecting the ansatz above in (3.1) and identifying the terms according to the powers of ǫ yields the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.19) for U , and the transport equation
for the lowest order approximation of the prefactor
In the transport equation (3.6), the vector A(x) ∈ R d is defined by
Quasipotential in the eikonal equation
In the context of WKB approximation, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.19) for U is generally referred to as the eikonal equation. If the relaxation dynamics possesses a unique stable equilibrium positionx ∈ R d such that
A probabilistic formulation of this result is the fact that the family of probability distributions {P 
Explicit solution of the transport equation
Under the assumptions of §2.2.1, let us denote ℓ(x) := b(x) + a(x)∇U (x), with ∇U (x) = ∇ x V (x, x). Then the transport equation (3.6) rewrites
In the WKB approach, this equation is usually solved by the method of characteristics, or rays [15, 36] . The main interest of the formulation of the problem in terms of large deviation theory is that these rays are exactly given by the trajectories of the fluctuation dynamics. Indeed, the equation above rewrites ∇ log C st , a∇U + ℓ = −F, (3.10)
where
We note that if F ≡ 0, then the Gibbs measure defined by (3.3) is stationary for the process, although the latter need not be reversible. In other words, F is a measure of non-Gibbsianness of the system. Recalling that a∇U + ℓ is the vector field driving the fluctuation dynamics, we obtain that, for all (3.12) so that integrating this identity for t ∈ (−∞, 0] finally yields
Under the assumption that Hess U (x) = Hess x V (x,x) be positive-definite, performing a Laplace approximation in the normalisation condition for p
and we finally come up with the formula
for the stationary density. It is striking that it only differs from the formula (3.4) for the potential case through the integral term along the fluctuation dynamics, which therefore has to be interpreted as the accumulation along the fluctuation dynamics of some non-Gibbsianness of the system, measured by the function F .
Quasistationary exit rate of a domain
In this section, we consider an open subset D ⊂ R d with noncharacteristic boundary ∂D and such that all the trajectories of the relaxation dynamics started in D ∪ ∂D converge to a unique stable equilibrium positionx ∈ D. As a consequence, when ǫ is small, the diffusion process X ǫ typically fluctuates around the pointx, and this process hitting ∂D is a rare event. To quantify its time scale, let us introduce
(4.1)
The Freidlin-Wentzell theory [20, Section 4.4] asserts that τ ǫ ∂D is of order exp(V (x, ∂D)/ǫ), where V (x, ∂D) := min y∈∂D V (x, y). We therefore define the quasistationary phase as the range of times
during which the process forgets its initial position but typically remains stuck in a neighbourhood ofx. The purpose of this section is to obtain a formula for the exit rate from D during the quasistationary phase. This exit rate is defined in Subsection 4.
Probability current and exit rate
Assume that the particle is absorbed, or killed, when it reaches the boundary of D. Then the law of its position, defined by
satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation
supplemented with the absorbing boundary condition
There is of course a loss of probability as time evolves, in the sense that
decreases, corresponding to the probability that the particle exits D. This loss is measured by the probability current j ǫ (t, x), defined by the formulation of the Fokker-Planck equation (4.4) as the conservation law
8) for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ D. Then, the rate of exit from D is given by the flux of j ǫ through ∂D, namely 
Quasistationary distribution
Let us define the quasistationary distribution p ǫ qst associated with D by the so-called Yaglom limit of the conditional probability We compute this quasistationary current in the next subsection.
Boundary layer approximation and computation of the quasistationary current
The purpose of this paragraph is to compute the quasistationary current j ǫ qst on ∂D, in order to derive a formula for λ ǫ qst . 4.3.1. Assumptions on the domain. We assume that the quasipotential x → V (x, x) is C 1 , and that, in addition to the fact that the boundary ∂D be noncharacteristic, it satisfies the condition that for all y ∈ ∂D, −a(y)∇ x V (x, y) + ℓ(y), n(y) < 0 and ∇ x V (x, y), n(y) > 0, (4.13) where we have defined ℓ(x) := b(x) + a(x)∇ x V (x, x) and n(y) is the outward normal vector at y ∈ ∂D. This ensures that the results of §2.2.1 hold with U (x) = V (x, x), up to an additive constant.
Boundary layer approximation.
Conditioning the sample-paths of X ǫ with respect to the event {τ ǫ ∂D > t} in the definition of the quasistationary distribution induces a repulsive effect of the boundary on the particle. When the latter is far from ∂D, it does not feel this effect and therefore the quasistationary distribution in the bulk of D can be approximated by the expression (3.15) of the stationary distribution of a particle diffusing in a single-well potential given by the restriction of U to D. In the sequel, this distribution is referred to as the ensemble measure
where we recall that C st (x) is defined by (3.13) and (3.14).
On the other hand, the repulsion effect makes the quasistationary density vanish in the neighbourhood of ∂D, where we therefore have to perform a boundary layer approximation to obtain the expression of p ǫ qst [39, 38, 41] . The thickness of this layer is determined by the fact that boundary layer effects must be caused by a subexponential prefactor; in other words, if x ∈ D is close to ∂D and y ∈ ∂D denotes its orthogonal projection on ∂D, then x is out of the boundary layer as soon as exp(−V (x, x)/ǫ) ≫ exp(−V (x, y)/ǫ). Writing, for |x − y| ≪ 1, 15) and using the assumption (4.13) that ∇ x V (x, y), n(y) > 0, we deduce that exp(−V (x, x)/ǫ) ≫ exp(−V (x, y)/ǫ) as soon as |x − y| ≫ ǫ, so that the boundary layer develops on a characteristic length scale ǫ. This discussion leads us to assume that in the vicinity of ∂D, the quasistationary distribution writes We point out the fact that the ansatz (4.16) is well suited to determine the leading order approximation of the quasistationary distribution, which is enough for our purpose. If one wants to obtain corrections at next orders, one should rather assume the prefactor to be a function of both x and η(x). This would lead to compatibility conditions to be solved.
Computation of j
ǫ qst (y). Differentiating the expression (4.16) with respect to x and injecting the result into the expression (4.12) of the quasistationary current on ∂D, we obtain
at the lowest order in ǫ. Identifying ∇η(y) with −n(y), we conclude that
We now compute We deduce that the quasistationary current writes 
The irreversible Eyring-Kramers formula
We finally address the situation where the process X ǫ is metastable in the neighbourhood of isolated attractors, and compute the average transition time between these attractors. As is discussed in the introduction of this article, our analysis is local and can therefore be reduced to the simple situation of a bistable system. We therefore assume that the relaxation dynamics possesses two equilibrium pointsx 1 andx 2 , the respective basins of attraction of which are separated by a smooth hypersurface S containing a unique saddlepoint x ⋆ . As is underlined in [38] , the separating surface S is characteristic in the sense that b(y), n(y) = 0 for all y ∈ S, which makes the boundary layer approach developed in the previous section more delicate, see also [1, 41] . We will therefore not follow this approach directly, and rather proceed as follows.
Consider a particle with initial positionx 1 and evolving according to the diffusion process (2.1). We first use the Freidlin-Wentzell theory to show that, when ǫ is small, the point at which the particle hits S is concentrated around x ⋆ . This allows us to look at the linearised version of the dynamics in the neighbourhood of the saddle-point. For this dynamics, the separating surface between the two attractors is the tangent hyperplane to S at x ⋆ , which we denote by S 0 . For η ≪ 1, we denote by S η the hyperplane parallel to S 0 and located at a distance of order η of the latter, in the direction ofx 1 , so that a particle starting fromx 1 needs to cross S η before reaching S 0 . We then compute independently:
(i) the rate at which particles arrive on S η , (ii) the probability that a particle started from S η drifts away from the saddle-point towardx 2 instead ofx 1 .
Matching these two quantities yields the rate at which a particle started fromx 1 goes to the neighbourhood ofx 2 , which is the inverse of the average transition time we are willing to compute.
Bistability and instanton
We first describe the bistability of the system and introduce a few notations.
Vector field b.
The relaxation dynamics is assumed to possess exactly two stable equilibrium positionsx 1 andx 2 , with respective basins of attraction D 1 and D 2 separated by a hypersurface S = ∂D 1 = ∂D 2 . This hypersurface is stable for the relaxation dynamics, and we assume that, for all x ∈ S, ψ x t converges to the equilibrium position x ⋆ ∈ S, which is therefore stable in d − 1 directions and unstable in the remaining direction. See Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Flow lines of the relaxation dynamics for a bistable system. We first prove that
so that x ⋆ behaves like a saddle-point for the quasipotential. To this aim, we fix y ∈ S and construct a continuous path (φ t ) t∈R as follows:
• the part (φ t ) t≤0 is an arbitrary continuous path joiningx 1 to y, • the part (φ t ) t≥0 is given by the relaxation dynamics of from y to x ⋆ .
Then the part corresponding to the relaxation dynamics does not contribute to the action of (φ t ) t∈R , so that taking the infimum over all such paths we deduce that V (x 1 , y) ≥ V (x 1 , x ⋆ ). As a consequence, when ǫ is small, the diffusion process typically fluctuates in the neighbourhood of a local equilibrium for long times, and then jumps to the neighbourhood of the other local equilibrium. If the quasipotential reaches its minimum on S only at the saddle-point, then the typical trajectory employed for this transition crosses S in the neighbourhood of x ⋆ . 5.1.2. Geometry of the dynamics around the saddle-point. Let us denote M ⋆ := Db(x ⋆ ) the Jacobian matrix of b at x ⋆ . On account of the assumptions on the vector field b around x ⋆ , the matrix M ⋆ has d − 1 eigenvalues with negative real part, and one nonnegative real eigenvalue. The corresponding stable spaces satisfy the following properties.
(i) There exists a hyperplane V − such that M ⋆ V − ⊂ V − and, for all x ∈ V − , exp(tM ⋆ )x converges to 0 when t → +∞. The tangent hyperplane S 0 to S at x ⋆ writes S 0 = x ⋆ + V − . (ii) The nonnegative real eigenvalue is denoted by λ ⋆ + , it is assumed to be positive. The corresponding unit eigenvector is denoted by v + , we prescribe it to be oriented toward D 2 .
The normal vector to V − pointing in the direction of D 2 is denoted n ⋆ , its angle with v + is denoted θ. Given x ∈ R d , let us define ζ + (x) as the unique real number such that
These notations are summarised on Figure 3 .
Saddle-point and instanton.
The instanton is the typical trajectory employed by the diffusion process to reach the saddle-point starting fromx 1 . In general, it takes an infinite amount of time to leavex 1 , and an infinite amount of time to reach x ⋆ , so that the instanton has to be though of as a trajectory (ρ t ) t∈R such that
for which the action
is minimal and worth V (x 1 , x ⋆ ). In the sequel, we shall make the following assumptions:
(i) there is a unique such path (up to time translations); (ii) for all t ∈ R, the quasipotential V (x 1 , ·) is smooth in the neighbourhood of ρ t , so that it satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi relation
(iii) when t → +∞, Hess x V (x 1 , ρ t ) converges to some symmetric nondegenerate matrix H ⋆ with d − 1 positive eigenvalues and one negative eigenvalue. Defining U (x) := V (x 1 , x) and ℓ(x) := b(x) + a(x)∇U (x) in the neighbourhood of each ρ t , we deduce from the same arguments as in Section 2 that (ρ t ) t≥0 is a heterocline trajectory of the dynamical systeṁ ρ t = a(ρ t )∇U (ρ t ) + ℓ(ρ t ), (5.6) connecting the equilibrium positionsx 1 and x ⋆ . In particular, for all t ∈ R, the fluctuation trajectory terminated at ρ t coincides with the instanton in the sense that ∀s ≤ 0, ϕ ρt s = ρ s+t .
(5.7) Differentiating the transverse relation ∇U (x), ℓ(x) = 0 twice and evaluating the result in ρ t for t → +∞ yields
where D ⋆ := lim t→+∞ Dℓ(ρ t ) satisfies
We finally note for further purpose that multiplying (5.8) by H ⋆ −1 on both sides yields 
The flow lines of this dynamics are plotted in blue on Figure 3 . In order to provide a justification of this picture, let us detail explicit computations in dimension d = 2, with a ⋆ being the identity matrix. We first change the coordinates so that x ⋆ = 0 and
with µ 1 < 0 < µ 2 . Then (5.8) implies that there exists α ∈ R such that
with ρ := −µ 1 /µ 2 > 0. Let us denote µ := µ 2 > 0, so that µ 1 = −ρµ. A direct computation shows that the eigenvalues of M ⋆ are
and we denote by v + and v − the respective associated eigenvectors. which leads to the first conclusion that the assumption that H ⋆ be nondegenerate prevents the incoming direction of the instanton at the saddle-point to be parallel to S 0 . In contrast with Maier and Stein's results [38] , this condition does not depend on the value of the ratio λ [38] , which is hatched on Figure 3 . In this area, the quasipotential V (x 1 , ·) is not described by a transverse decomposition. Therefore the function y → V (x 1 , y) is generically not smooth on the hyperplane S 0 , which is the reason why the distribution of the point at which the Brownian particle reaches S first is not Gaussian but rather skewed [38] . More generally, it makes Kramers' analysis of the probability current across S more delicate than the study presented in Section 4, which is the reason why we shall rather work on the hyperplane S η defined in (5.16) below.
Sketch of the argument
We are interested in the probability that, during the quasistationary phase in D 1 , the particle crosses the separating hyperplane S 0 and drifts toward x 2 . Following the approach described in the introduction of this section, we decompose this event into two parts, and compute separately:
(i) the probability that the particle first reaches the affine hyperplane 16) where η ≪ 1 will be specified below (see Figure 4 ), (ii) the probability that a particle started from some point y ∈ S η actually crosses S 0 and leaves towardx 2 .
We want to apply the results of Section 4 in order to address the first point, and take as a domain D η the set {ζ + (x) < −η}. Although the assumption (4.13) of Section 4 is not satisfied everywhere on S η , it still holds in the neighbourhood of the pointȳ ∈ S η at which the instanton intersects S η . This is sufficient for our analysis, since the probability current essentially concentrates around this point. Then using the assumption of smoothness of V (x, y) in the neighbourhood ofȳ, we replace V (x 1 , y) with its harmonic 
where we underline that the distance |y−x ⋆ | is of order η ≪ 1. We then deduce from (4.24) that the probability that the particle crosses the hyperplane at some point y ∈ S η is given by The second point is addressed by investigating the behaviour of the linearised diffusion process
far from the saddle-point. The particle following this linearised process started at a point of distance of order η of x ⋆ is more likely to drift away in the direction ofx 1 if its coordinate ζ + (X ǫ t ) hits −Z before hitting Z for Z ≫ η, see Figure 5 . We therefore define the commitor function of the linearised dynamics by q ǫ (y) := lim The commitor function is computed in Subsection 5.3. Figure 5 . Typical and non-typical behaviour of the linearised diffusion process: when the particle starts on S η , the drifts tends to bring it toward negative coordinates (as measured by ζ + ), so that most trajectories hit {ζ + = −Z} before hitting {ζ + = Z}. The commitor function describes the probability for a particle to perform the rare event of hitting {ζ + = Z} before {ζ + = −Z}.
Combining the definition of q ǫ (y) with (5.18), we may finally conclude that the probability that the particle crosses the saddle-point during the quasistationary phase is given by 22) for η satisfying √ ǫ ≪ η ≪ 1. Then the average transition time is the inverse of this rate.
Computation of the commitor function
Let us fix y ∈ R d and Z > 0 with Z ≥ |ζ + (y)|. For all t ≥ 0, let us define 
while on the other hand, (5.2) shows that the process (ζ + (σ ⋆ W t )) t≥0 is a realvalued Brownian motion with variance a ⋆ n ⋆ , n ⋆ / cos 2 θ. As a consequence, (z ǫ t ) t≥0 is the (repulsive) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 25) and for all z ∈ [−Z, Z], the quantitȳ
is obtained by solving the elliptic problem 27) with the boundary conditions
Integrating this equation yields 29) and taking the limit when Z grows to infinity leads to the expression
of the commitor function.
Integration over the hyperplane
The results of the previous subsection show that the commitor function q ǫ (y) is uniform over y ∈ S η , so that it can be taken out of the integral in the right-hand side of (5.22) . It therefore remains to compute
We proceed in the following three steps. In §5.4.1, we determine the point at which the exponential term assumes its maximum, and highlight the link with the instanton trajectory. In §5.4.2 we express the value of I 33) after the change of variable y = x ⋆ − ηv + + v − . Defining the Lagrangian
(5.36) Let us prove that λ = −λ ⋆ + η cos θ/ a ⋆ n ⋆ , n ⋆ , and thatȳ − x ⋆ is an eigenvector of the matrix N ⋆ for the eigenvalue −λ ⋆ + . We first proceed to prove that
(5.37) To this aim, we write
38) where we have used (5.10) for the second equality. Now for all u ∈ R d , using the decomposition of u on v + and V − yields 39) thanks to (5.2). As a consequence, 40) which completes the proof of (5.37). We now turn to the evaluation of λ, and first deduce from the series of equalities
But it follows from the definition of S η that ȳ − x ⋆ , n ⋆ = −η cos θ, therefore we conclude that
As a conclusion, we have shown that the quadratic approximation of the potential assumes its minimum on S η at the point we observe that the terms depending on η compensate and therefore lead to
Using the expression of C st obtained in Section 3 and noting that in the non-Gibbsianness correction, the instanton must be integrated for t ∈ R, we conclude that the average transition time, given by the inverse of λ This formula is very similar to the classical Eyring-Kramers formula for reversible diffusions, with the quasipotential playing the role of the potential. The eigenvalue λ ⋆ + can be understood either as the unstable eigenvalue of the relaxation dynamics, or as the stable eigenvalue of the instanton dynamics around the saddle-point. Finally, the extra term involving the instanton trajectory is related with the prefactor of the quasistationary distribution and does not depend on the behaviour of the system around the saddle-point. 
